Data-driven identification of intensity normalization region based on longitudinal coherency of 18F-FDG metabolism in the healthy brain.
In brain 18F-FDG PET data intensity normalization is usually applied to control for unwanted factors confounding brain metabolism. However, it can be difficult to determine a proper intensity normalization region as a reference for the identification of abnormal metabolism in diseased brains. In neurodegenerative disorders, differentiating disease-related changes in brain metabolism from age-associated natural changes remains challenging. This study proposes a new data-driven method to identify proper intensity normalization regions in order to improve separation of age-associated natural changes from disease related changes in brain metabolism. 127 female and 128 male healthy subjects (age: 20 to 79) with brain18F-FDG PET/CT in the course of a whole body cancer screening were included. Brain PET images were processed using SPM8 and were parcellated into 116 anatomical regions according to the AAL template. It is assumed that normal brain 18F-FDG metabolism has longitudinal coherency and this coherency leads to better model fitting. The coefficient of determination R2 was proposed as the coherence coefficient, and the total coherence coefficient (overall fitting quality) was employed as an index to assess proper intensity normalization strategies on single subjects and age-cohort averaged data. Age-associated longitudinal changes of normal subjects were derived using the identified intensity normalization method correspondingly. In addition, 15 subjects with clinically diagnosed Parkinson's disease were assessed to evaluate the clinical potential of the proposed new method. Intensity normalizations by paracentral lobule and cerebellar tonsil, both regions derived from the new data-driven coherency method, showed significantly better coherence coefficients than other intensity normalization regions, and especially better than the most widely used global mean normalization. Intensity normalization by paracentral lobule was the most consistent method within both analysis strategies (subject-based and age-cohort averaging). In addition, the proposed new intensity normalization method using the paracentral lobule generates significantly higher differentiation from the age-associated changes than other intensity normalization methods. Proper intensity normalization can enhance the longitudinal coherency of normal brain glucose metabolism. The paracentral lobule followed by the cerebellar tonsil are shown to be the two most stable intensity normalization regions concerning age-dependent brain metabolism. This may provide the potential to better differentiate disease-related changes from age-related changes in brain metabolism, which is of relevance in the diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders.